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Firefighter Nozzle Reaction 
 
Abstract 
Nozzle reaction and hose tension are analyzed using conservation of fluid momentum and 
assuming steady, inviscid flow and a flexible hose in frictionless contact with the ground. An 
expression that is independent of the bend angle is derived for the hose tension. If this tension is 
exceeded owing to anchor forces, the hose becomes straight. The nozzle reaction is found to equal 
the jet momentum flow rate, and it does not change when an elbow connects the hose to the nozzle. 
A forward force must be exerted by a firefighter or another anchor that matches the forward force 
that the jet would exert on a perpendicular wall. Three reaction expressions are derived, allowing 
it to be determined in terms of hose diameter, jet diameter, flow rate, and static pressure upstream 
of the nozzle. The nozzle reaction predictions used by the fire service are 56 – 90% of those 
obtained here for typical firefighting hand lines. Sharing these findings with the fire protection 
community can improve the safety of firefighters. 
 
Keywords: fluid mechanics; hose tension; hydraulics; kickback; spray 
 
1. Introduction 
Nozzle reaction (or kickback) is the force exerted on a firefighter or other anchor by a stationary 
spraying nozzle supplied by a flexible hose. The reaction direction is opposite that of the jet. 
Nozzle reaction can limit water delivery rate and increase firefighter air consumption rate, fatigue, 
and injuries [1-4]. Between 2007 and 2011 in the United States, an annual average of 13,795 
firefighting injuries resulted from handling of charged hose lines, of which 3,565 were associated 
with overexertion [5]. Nozzle reactions have caused fatalities of pressure washer operators [6]. 

Hose tension is the longitudinal force supported by the walls of a flexible hose. The design and 
selection of hoses depends on reasonable estimates of hose tension. 

Although many publications have analyzed firefighting nozzle reactions, none has considered 
the steady case of an anchored nozzle with an arbitrary hose bend angle, and none has addressed 
hose tension. The objective of this manuscript is to provide these analyses. 

The fluid mechanics of nozzle reaction has attracted notable researchers including Mach, 
Prandtl, and Feynman [7-9]. Others showed that the reaction for a nozzle attached to a flexible 
hose via a 90° elbow equals the jet momentum flow rate [10,11], a finding that also is obtained 
when the solution of Prandtl [8] is applied to a 90° bend.  

Nozzle reaction expressions are provided by the NFPA handbook and elsewhere [1-4,12,13] 
and are widely used by the fire service. Unfortunately, no derivation or identification of the 
assumptions exists and recent publications have questioned these expressions [14,15]. This 
uncertainty may be increasing the reactions firefighters encounter and impeding the development 
of low-reaction nozzles [16]. 

A common problem considered in fluid mechanics textbooks is that of the tension between a 
spraying nozzle and a fixed metal pipe [17-19]. Several textbooks [10,11,14,20,21] claim that the 
same solution applies when the pipe is replaced with a flexible hose. However, this problem has 
no steady solution because an unrestrained nozzle will flail around unsteadily. A firefighter or 
another anchor must push forward on the nozzle to prevent flailing. 

Past work has noted that no general and correct solution for firefighting nozzle reaction exists 
[15,22]. For example, Albertson et al. [23] neglected the contribution of fluid momentum to hose 
tension and nozzle reaction, which is not valid for typical firefighting. Nazarenko [14] considered 
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a case where an external force is applied to the hose far from the nozzle, but this has no steady 
solution and is different from firefighter practice. Recent work [14,15] questioned the direction of 
nozzle reactions when a hose is held perfectly straight, but this is impossible in practice. 

The following analysis was undertaken to address the absence of a general solution for 
firefighter nozzle reaction. Simplifying assumptions (including steady inviscid flow, no gravity, 
and a flexible hose in frictionless contact with the ground) are made such that this analysis can 
proceed using elementary fluid mechanics. The resulting expressions are compared with the 
predictions in use by the fire service and with the limited available measurements. 
 
2. Hose Tension 
Hose tension is a parameter of interest to hose designers and users. It must be solved for before 
performing a control-volume analysis of firefighter nozzle reaction. To the authors’ knowledge, 
no published solution exists for hose tension. 

An analysis of tension in a bent hose is developed here assuming that the flow is (1) steady, 
(2) inviscid, and (3) incompressible laminar plug flow, with (4) no external longitudinal forces, 
such as gravity. Furthermore, the hose has (5) a constant inside diameter, is (6) flexible for bending 
but does not stretch circumferentially, and is (7) in frictionless contact with the ground. 

For these assumptions, conservation of linear fluid momentum [17-21] can be expressed as  
 

 dAnvvFcv ˆ
cs

⋅=∑ ∫


ρ , (1) 

where A is the area, cs is the control surface, cvF


 are all the external forces acting on the control 
volume, n̂ is the unit normal vector pointing outward, v is the velocity, and ρ is the fluid density.  

Figure 1 shows a segment of a bent hose with fluid flowing from stations 1 to 2. Its downstream 
end could be connected to another hose segment, a nozzle, a fixed pipe, or another plumbing 
component. The bend angle, θ, can be any non-zero angle. As shown, the control volume is acted 
upon by four external forces. These are the inlet and outlet hose tensions, 1T


and 2T


, and the 

pressure forces, – p A1 1n̂  and – p A1 2n̂ , where A1 is the cross-sectional area of the hose interior 
and p is the gage static pressure. For the control volume of Fig. 1, Eq. (1) yields 
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AAp ρ . (2) 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Hose segment control volume, which includes the hose and its contents. 
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Separating Eq. (2) into its x and y components yields 
 
 – T1 + T2 cosθ + p A1 (1 – cosθ ) = ρ A1 v2 (cosθ – 1), and (3) 
 
 (T2 – p A1 – ρ A1 v2) sinθ = 0, (4) 
 
where T1 and T2 are the magnitudes of their associated vectors and v is the scalar velocity. The 
sinθ  term in Eq. (4) cancels for any nonzero θ. There is no unique solution when θ = 0, i.e., when 
the hose is perfectly straight. For any non-zero θ, combining Eqs. (3) and (4) yields T1 = T2, defined 
here as the scalar hose tension T, and 

 
 T = p A1 + ρ Q2/A1, (5) 
 
where Q is the volumetric flow rate. 

According to Eq. (5), the bent hose tension is independent of the bend angle for any non-zero 
bend angle. In practice the hose tension cannot be reduced by holding the end of the hose perfectly 
straight [14,15] because even an infinitesimal bend would yield the tension of Eq. (5). Hose tension 
is not higher for a 180° bend than for a 90° bend, as claimed by [15]. Although a bent hose tension 
lower than that of Eq. (5) is impossible, a higher hose tension will result if external forces pull the 
hose taught and straight. 

In practice a streamwise pressure drop will cause a decreasing T with distance. For a bent hose, 
the balance between p and T is such that the combined walls and contents are neither in tension 
nor compression. 
 
3. Nozzle Reaction 
Having solved for the hose tension, a control-volume analysis of the nozzle reaction is now 
possible. Assumptions (1) – (7) are again invoked such that the hose tension is given by Eq. (5). 
Additionally, it is assumed that (8) the jet consists of plug flow near the discharge, (9) the jet static 
pressure is atmospheric, and (10) the contraction coefficient [18] is unity. 

Two configurations are considered, as depicted in Fig. 2. The standard configuration, Fig. 2a, 
involves a nozzle connected directly to a flexible hose. Figure 2b includes an elbow with a bend 
angle, θ, between the nozzle and the hose. This configuration is of interest because some 
manufacturers sell elbow-nozzle combinations [24,25] and because a 90° bend, as considered by 
several researchers [10,11,26], can facilitate nozzle reaction experiments. 

 
 
Figure 2. The control volumes for (a) a nozzle attached directly to a hose, and (b) a nozzle attached to a hose 
via an elbow. Both control volumes include the components shown and their contents.  
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Separating the fire hose problem into the two control volumes of Fig. 1 and Fig. 2a or 2b is 
novel. Several past studies have combined these control volumes, e.g., [10,11,14], but this 
approach yields a single conservation of momentum equation with two unknown external forces: 
nozzle reaction and T. Consequently, no past study has arrived at a general solution for either hose 
tension or nozzle reaction. 

For either control volume in Fig. 2, Eq. (1) yields: 
 

  222111 nvvnvvFTn ˆˆˆ 21111 ⋅+⋅=++−


AAAp ρρ , (6) 
 
where F


 is the anchor force vector, which is equal and opposite to the nozzle reaction, R


. 

Combining Eqs. (5) and (6) shows that, for both Figs. 2a and 2b, the direction of R


 is opposite 
to the direction of the jet. In other words, a firefighter or other anchor must push on the nozzle in 
the direction of the jet and R


has no component perpendicular to the jet. For both Figs. 2a and 2b 

the magnitude of the nozzle reaction is 
 

 R = ρ Q 2 / A2 . (7) 
 

According to Eq. (7), the reaction for a nozzle supplied by a bent hose is the jet momentum 
flow rate. Others obtained the same result for hoses [10,11] and metal pipes [26], but only 
considered bends of 90°. Equation (7) also appears in a nozzle catalog [25], but without attribution 
or explanation. No past study has derived Eq. (7) for an arbitrary bend angle or showed that R


has 

no component perpendicular to the jet. 
Equation (7) counters the claim of Vera et al. [15] that the nozzle reaction is not the jet 

momentum flow rate. They supported this claim with experiments where a vertical hose was 
observed to stretch with increasing pressure and flow rate. However, this stretching is consistent 
with the increased hose tension, as expressed by Eq. (5). A forward external force was applied to 
the hose end by gravity acting on its heavy copper cladding. 

A simple scenario yields an independent derivation of Eq. (7). Consider a pumper truck, a hose, 
and a spraying nozzle held by a firefighter. The hose is flexible, bent, and in frictionless contact 
with the ground such that it is anchored horizontally only at the pumper and at the firefighter’s 
hands. The water jet impinges on a perpendicular vertical wall. External horizontal forces can act 
in three locations: where the pumper contacts the ground, at the firefighter’s hands, and where the 
jet strikes the wall. In steady state, the sum of these forces is zero. Because the pumper’s orientation 
cannot transmit down the hose, there can be no horizontal force where the pumper contacts the 
ground. The two other external forces must be equal and opposite. In other words, the firefighter’s 
hands exert the forward force of Eq. (7) on the nozzle because the wall exerts a backward force of 
this magnitude on the jet. 

Some manufacturers [24,25] suggest adding an elbow (see Fig. 2b) between the hose and the 
nozzle to reduce the nozzle reaction. Equation (7) shows this has no effect on the magnitude or 
direction of the reaction. In practice an elbow may allow friction between a stiff hose and the 
ground to support part of the nozzle reaction, but such effects are beyond the present scope. 

The expression of Eq. (7) is plotted for representative conditions in Fig. 3, where the curves 
correspond to three jet diameters, d2, defined according to 
 

 A2 = π d2
2 / 4. (8) 
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These diameters are representative of smooth bore nozzle sizes used by the fire service. The 
vertical lines in Fig. 3 correspond to NFPA requirements for the initial attack line and the backup 
line, 400 and 750 lpm, respectively [27]. The horizontal line shows the maximum reaction that a 
typical firefighter can handle alone, 334 N [2], although it is unknown how this was determined. 
Equation (7) shows that a firefighter working alone on a backup line can only be expected to 
deliver the required flow rate when the jet diameter exceeds 24.4 mm. 

In some cases the inputs to Eq. (7) are not known with sufficiency certainty, and an application 
of the Bernoulli equation between stations 1 and 2 in Figs. 2a and 2b becomes helpful. It is 
additionally assumed that (10) A2 < A1 and (11) the discharge coefficient [18,21] is unity. The 
Bernoulli equation yields 
 
 p1 = ρ ( v2

2 – v1
2 ) / 2 . (9) 

 
Combining Eqs. (7) and (9) yields 

 
 

2
12

12

)/(1
2

AA
pAR

−
= , (10) 

 
which is convenient when Q is unknown. Eqs. (7) and (9) can also be combined to obtain 

 
 R = ( 2 ρ Q2 p1 + ρ2 Q4 / A1

2 ) 0.5 , (11) 
 
which is convenient when A2 is unknown. In Eqs. (9) – (11) the appropriate p1 is the gage static 
pressure where the hose connects to the nozzle, assuming there is no partially closed valve or other 
pressure loss downstream of this. 

Obtaining a low reaction with a high flow rate requires a large A2 (Eq. 7) and a low p1 (Eq. 10). 
This will result in a low throw distance and increased hose kinking. Although A1 appears in 
Eqs. (10) and (11), its effect is small for typical firefighting hand lines such as those considered 
below. 

 
Figure 3. Dependence of the nozzle reaction, R, on the flow rate, Q, and the jet diameter. 
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Equations (7), (10) and (11) apply best to smooth-bore nozzles such as illustrated in Fig. 2. 
Reactions for fog and combination nozzles are approximated by Eq. (7) when jet divergence angle 
is small. Equations (10) and (11) do not apply to fog and combination nozzles with significant 
nozzle pressure losses. It has been suggested that fog and combination nozzles have the same 
reaction forces as solid streams [1-4], but Crapo [13] includes a correction for the jet divergence 
angle. 

In the limit of A2 / A1 → 0, Eqs. (10) and (11) reduce to these approximations: 
 

 Rapprox = 2 p1 A2  and (12) 
 
 Rapprox = Q ( 2 ρ p1 )0.5. (13) 
 
Other than differences in constants, Eqs. (12) and (13) match the widely used NFPA predictions 
of reaction forces [1-4,12,13], for which the metric versions are 

 
 RNFPA = 0.0015 p1 d2

2  and (14) 
 
 RNFPA = 0.0226 Q p1 

0.5 , (15) 
 
where d2 is in mm, Q is in lpm, RNFPA is in N, and p1 is in kPag.  

It is informative to compare RNFPA from Eq. (14) with R from Eq. (10). The ratio RNFPA / R 
depends only on the jet/hose diameter ratio, d2 / d1 , as shown in Fig. 4. For d2 / d1 → 0, RNFPA / R 
→ 0.95. Typical firefighting hand lines involve d2 / d1 ratios of 0.5 – 0.8 [1-4,12,13], for which 
RNFPA / R is 0.56 – 0.90. This could explain recommendations to augment the RNFPA predictions by 
a safety factor of 2 – 3 [28]. 

Reactions encountered in practice may be lower than those predicted by Eqs. (7), (10), and 
(11). This is principally because a stiff hose combined with ground friction can support part of the 
reaction. 
 

 
 

Figure 4. The reactions predicted by NFPA, Eq. (14), compared with the predictions of Eq. (10). 
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4. Measurements and Representative Predictions 
Unfortunately, there are no satisfactory published measurements of hose tension or nozzle reaction 
with which to validate the present analysis. Such tests are needed, but must be performed carefully 
to avoid the intrusion of hose stiffness, ground friction, gravity, etc. 

Krishnakumar et al. [16] developed an advanced nozzle reaction measurement system. They 
measured 10 smooth-bore nozzle reactions, but they reported these only as pressure transducer 
readings and did not state the bore diameters. Their transducer readings did not approach zero 
without flow, indicating an experimental error. They attributed poor reproducibility to hose contact 
with the floor and walls, but gravity could also have interfered. 

Nelson [29] measured 6 smooth-bore nozzle reactions, but provided no details of how the 
reactions were measured. The predictions of Eqs. (7), (10), and (11) exceed these measurements 
by an average factor of 1.67. This difference is likely the result of hose stiffness and ground 
friction. 

Vestal and Bridge [30] measured hose and nozzle performance (but not reactions) for two 
smooth-bore nozzles under typical firefighting conditions, see Table 1. These facilitate estimates 
of hose tension and nozzle reaction encountered in practice. For both tests a pumper supplied a 
44 mm diameter by 61 m long hose attached to the nozzle. The pumper pressure was adjusted to 
obtain the design p1 of 345 kPag just upstream of the nozzle. The highest hose tension is at the 
connection to the pumper. 

All five expressions of nozzle reaction are tabulated in Table 1, and these are in reasonable 
agreement with one another. These reactions are generally within the 334 N capability of a typical 
firefighter [2]. For these cases, the RNFPA predictions are on average 9% lower than the predictions 
of Eqs. (10) and (11). 

As Table 1 shows, Eqs. (7), (10), and (11) differ in practice. If there is a partially closed gate 
valve or other significant pressure loss between the nozzle pressure sensor and the discharge, only 
Eq. (7) is valid. For the conditions of Table 1, uncertainties in Q have the largest effect on R; 
uncertainties in A1 have the smallest effect; and for uncertainties of 10% in each of A1, A2, Q and 
p1, the uncertainties in R for Eqs. (7), (10), and (11) are 23, 15, and 12%, respectively. For all the 
smooth-bore conditions found in [29] and [30], Eq. (11) is between the other two, suggesting it is 
a good compromise in addition to having the lowest uncertainty. 

Table 1 
Predicted hose tensions and nozzle reactions for the two smooth-bore nozzle configurations of 
Vestal and Bridge [30]. 
 

Quantity Eq. Units Test 1 Test 2 
d2  mm 22 24 
Q  lpm 568 681 
p at pumper  kPag 793 965 
p1  kPag 345 345 
T at pumper 5 N 1288 1580 
T at nozzle 5 N 592 618 
R based on A2 and Q 7 N 230 289 
R based on A1, A2, and p1 10 N 285 335 
R based on A1, Q, and p1 11 N 255 309 
RNFPA based on d2 and p1 14 N 255 293 
RNFPA based on Q and p1 15 N 238 286 
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Conclusions 
An analysis of nozzle reaction and hose tension for firefighting was presented. The analysis was 
based on conservation of fluid momentum assuming steady inviscid flow and a flexible hose with 
frictionless ground contact. The major findings are as follows. 
1. The tension in a bent hose is the pressure force plus the hose momentum flow rate, as expressed 

by Eq. (5). The hose tension is independent of the hose bend angle. If this tension is exceeded 
owing to anchor forces, the hose becomes straight. 

2. The nozzle reaction equals the jet momentum flow rate. To avoid flailing this must be 
overcome with a force applied by a firefighter or other anchor in the direction of the jet. 

3. Nozzle reaction can be predicted from Eq. (7), (10), or (11) depending on which geometric and 
flow quantities are known. The reaction direction and magnitude do not change when an elbow 
connects the hose to the nozzle. 

4. For typical firefighting operations with smooth-bore nozzles, the reaction predictions used by 
the fire service are 56 – 90% of those obtained here. 

5. The practical implications of this work are as follows. Low R and high Q requires high A2 and 
low ∆p. The hose diameter has a small effect on the reactions of typical firefighting lines. 

Further studies that relax the assumptions invoked here would be of interest. Carefully conducted 
measurements of hose tension and nozzle reaction would be very helpful. 
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